Introduction
For more than a decade, discussions of U.S. monetary policy have been organized around variants of the benchmark description advanced by Taylor (93) , r t =ρ +π + c 2 (π t −π) + c 3 (y t −ȳ t ) + r,t ,
where r denotes the short-term policy rate controlled by the central bank;ρ is the natural rate of the real interest rate; π −π measures the gap between inflation and the central-bank target for inflation; and y −ȳ is the log output gap. Although this description was based on data from 1987-1992, a period that includes the initial five years of Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) 1 decisions under the Greenspan tenure, variations have been applied to the behavior of many other central banks and to the historical behavior of the FOMC.
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In applying this description to U.S. monetary policy in earlier decades, empirical studies have suggested modifications to one or more arguments of equation (1). In particular, several variations of (1) have been advanced to rationalize the behavior of U.S. monetary policy in the 1970s. Calibration exercises can support a large number of possible policy variations in the 1970s. For instance, assuming equation (1) provides an adequate characterization of the responses of postwar U.S. monetary policy, then the three natural rates (of output,ȳ t , inflation,π, and the real interest rate,ρ) and two parameters of this equation fully describe the determinants of policy. If combinations of variations in the five arguments are considered, alternative calibrations of equation (1) Among data-based explanations of U.S. policy in the 1970s, two interpretations dominate: one involving changes in the response coefficients and the other based on alternative characterizations of the central-bank perceptions of natural rates.
One interpretation has been labelled the passive-policy explanation. In the influential work of Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000) , this interpretation is supported by empirical estimates of the policy-rate equation that indicate the estimated policy response of the nominal federal funds rate in the 1970s did not keep pace with inflation. In terms of equation (1), the passivity of policy is summarized by the inequality,ĉ 2 < 1.
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The other leading explanation of the Great Inflation is the natural-rate-error interpretation. In a series of important papers, Orphanides (2003a Orphanides ( , 2003b Orphanides ( , 2004 suggests policy responses to inflation and the output gap, such as c 2 and c 3 in equation (1), were consistent with stable policy responses in the 1970s. However, lower levels of the policy rate were induced by substantial and persistent overestimation by the central bank of the natural rate for output,ȳ t . Although this research has instigated useful work on consequences of real-time errors in estimates of the natural rate of output and trend productivity, the applicability to policy formation in the 1970s is conjectural.
A major obstacle to confirming the natural-rate-error interpretation of monetary policy in the 1970s is the lack of a continuous historical record of central-bank estimates of the natural rate for output. Although Federal Reserve Board briefing documents (known as Greenbooks) since April 1970 report staff estimates of the "high-employment fiscal surplus or deficit" to measure changes in discretionary fiscal policy, estimates of high-employment GNP are not recorded and were not used to gauge inflationary pressure. 6 In the absence of historical briefing estimates ofȳ t by the central bank, Orphanides (2003a) uses output natural rates presented in annual reports of the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) as a real-time proxy. However, CEA natural rate estimates are infrequently cited in the FOMC Memorandum of Discussion (MOD) during the 1970s, and do not appear to have been supported by staff forecasts. Examples include:
(T)he potential GNP as estimated by the Council of Economic Advisers is based on a 3.8 per cent unemployment rate. That may well be too low an unemployment target for sustainable economic growth without inflation. (Partee, FOMC Economist (MOD, 11/17/1970, p.31)) infinite costs for disinflations in the 1970s. 5 Analytical determinacy conditions for a variety of interest-rate response formats are explored in Woodford (2003) . In the absence of a stable policy response to inflation, Clarida et al. (2000) suggest that private-sector expectations of inflation in the 1970s may have been driven by non-fundamental (sunspot) shocks.
6 Staff estimates of the high-employment fiscal surplus or deficit were based on the methodology suggested in Okun and Teeters (1970) .
Mr. Partee observed that the target for the unemployment rate referred to in the Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers already seemed to have been increased from 4 to 4-1/2 percent....according to the (Greenbook) projections, even a 5 per cent unemployment rate would be associated with considerable continuing inflation in the short run. (MOD, 3/19/1973, p.28) Moreover, given representative specifications of aggregate pricing equations in the 1970s and as suggested in the above citation, it is more likely that the FOMC used aggregate unemployment to gauge real-resource slack.
Two shortcomings of the previous literature examining monetary policy in the 1970s are the lack of empirical work to recover the implied inflation target of the U.S. central bank and the constrained scope of the analysis to descriptions of policy in which the policy rate responds directly to measures of economic slack and inflation. Each of these is addressed in the current study.
Drawing on the history of forecasts presented to the FOMC, the evolution of the policyresponse function and movements in the implied inflation target are estimated. An important difference from prior studies is that the effective inflation target is not treated as implicit in fixed intercepts or assumed to be a known constant. The estimated inflation target is an effective target, implied by the structure of the policy-response function. Of course, the estimate may not correspond to the intentions of policy-makers. Moreover, although an individual decision-maker may maintain an invariant preference distribution over the domain of policy objectives, the historical record of FOMC discussions suggests differences in preference distributions among members of the FOMC. Because U.S. monetary policy is determined by a twelve-member subset of the FOMC, rotations of voting eligibility and of tenure on the FOMC, as well as variations in framing voting choices, vid. Arrow (1951) , imply that the effective target for inflation selected by the central bank will likely vary over time.
The empirical results generally support the passive-policy theory of Clarida et al. (2000) , but also suggest the effective inflation target of U.S. monetary policy was quite elevated through the 1970s-on the order of 7 percent. However, the results suggest also an alternative interpretation that provides additional insights into the design of US monetary policy in the 1970s.
As noted earlier, a potential weakness of much of the literature on the conduct of monetary policy in the 1970s is its focus on direct policy-rate responses to economic activity and inflation. By contrast, policy documents from the 1970s indicate that FOMC policy in the 1970s followed a strategy based on intermediate targeting of monetary aggregates.
7 This paper reexamines the consequences of a two-stage policy design, with economic projections conditioned on money-growth paths in one stage and mappings between such targeted moneygrowth rates and nominal interest rates in a separate stage. Accounting for the two-stage set-up provides a deeper understanding of the policy design that accommodated passive responses and elevated effective inflation targets.
The next section proceeds with a discussion the methodology and data used to estimate the inflation target implied by historical policy responses. Empirical results, summarized in section 3, suggest a reconsideration of policy responses in the 1970s. Consequently, section 4 explores a description of U.S. monetary policy in that period that incorporates intermediate money-growth targeting. Section 5 concludes.
Historical policy responses and estimates of the effective inflation target
This section discusses the methodology and data used to estimate implicit U.S. central-bank targets for inflation,π t . The methodology is motivated by two important observations. First, in the absence of an announced and fully-credible numerical inflation goal, the true centralbank target for inflation explicitly appears only in the description of policy-rate responses. Second, policy decisions are based on knowledge (including, at least, data and economic models) as they were available at the time the decisions were made.
Estimation uses a policy-response function to identify variations in the effective policy target for inflation. Private-sector behavior is influenced by the private-sector perception of the central-bank target for inflation. Such perceptions anchor forward expectations of inflation, which appear in both the pricing equations of firms and the forward policy-rate perceptions of traders in financial asset markets. However, under asymmetric information, private-sector perceptions may not match the the true central-bank target for inflation, vid. Kozicki and Tinsley (2001 , 2006b . Consequently, only central-bank policy depends explicitly on the central-bank inflation goal. For this reason, estimation in this section uses the policy response function to identify variations in the effective policy target for inflation.
To avoid providing a revisionist view of policy, the empirical analysis uses real-time data on macro indicators obtained from FOMC central-bank briefing documents (Greenbooks) prepared in advance of FOMC meetings. Use of real-time data on macro indicators is critical for historical evaluations of policy (Runkle (1998); Croushore and Stark (2000) ; Kozicki (2004) ). Indeed, Orphanides (2002) clearly shows how policy actions taken based on available data can differ considerably from recommendations based on subsequently revised data. Moreover, as discussed in the introduction, in order to be more consistent with measures of economic slack emphasized in real time, the unemployment gap is chosen over the output gap as a preferred gauge of economic activity.
Fitting policy responses to central-bank historical forecasts and using prior information on the structure of central-bank forecast models has an additional advantage. With asymmetric information, these steps mitigate a potential identification problem. In particular, Beyer and Farmer (2004) , note that estimation of reduced-form policy-response functions using only historical realizations of inflation and output, may be unable to distinguish between competing dynamic specifications of central-bank responses and of other structural relationships in the macro system.
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The remainder of the section discusses the methodology used to uncover the implied inflation target from policy-response equations, a description of the real-time data, and details of the time-varying-parameter (TVP) methodology applied to estimate the policy-response equations.
Estimating impliedπ t from policy response equations
The analysis in this paper explores a description of FOMC policy responses where, as noted earlier, the unemployment gap provides a plausible indicator of historical policy objectives regarding economic slack. In the absence of policy-rate smoothing, the desired setting of the federal funds rate at the FOMC meeting in period t f is the forward-looking specification
where the subscript t g denotes the date of the relevant Greenbook forecast, t f the date of the FOMC meeting, t f > t g , and, generally, both are contained in the current quarter, t. The inflation and unemployment regressors on the right side of equation (2) are drawn from the Greenbook in period t g . The inflation measure, π k t|tg , is a four-quarter average of forecasts up to quarter t + k in the forecast horizon and may also include Greenbook estimates of recent inflation, and u t+k|tg is the Greenbook forecast of the unemployment rate in quarter t + k. To nest the possibility that FOMC policies may have placed a greater emphasis on the change in activity, as suggested by Judd and Rudebusch (1998) and Lansing (2002) , the desired policy rate may also be a function of the projected change in the unemployment rate, ∆u t|tg .
Dynamic adjustments of the funds rate are represented by
which contains a term capturing any continuation of the policy-rate change selected in the last Greenbook; a partial adjustment of the funds-rate level to the desired setting; and an i.i.d. stochastic shock, a t f .
Combining equations (2) and (3) gives
This is the equation that is estimated using TVP techniques. The central-bank target for inflation is:π
which is obtained by mapping the reduced-form parameters in (4) to the structural parameters and unobserved inflation target in expressions (2) and (3).
Description of real-time data
The policy rate is measured using data for the federal funds rate. While this data is not revised, care must be taken to ensure that the data is measured over intervals consistent with the dating of the Greenbook forecast data. The policy rate on the left side of equation (4) is the average of federal funds rates in the interval following the FOMC meeting in t f to the next meeting. The lagged policy rate regressor, r t f −1 , is the average funds rate since the previous FOMC meeting. As FOMC dates are not evenly spaced over the calendar, the number of days in the funds rate averages will vary but time-varying parameters may partially compensate for this.
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Data on inflation and the unemployment rate are drawn from historical Greenbooks. The Greenbook is a staff briefing document presented to FOMC members before a policy meeting of the FOMC. Part II contains background analyses of recent economic and financial data, and Part I presents the staff multiperiod forecast of economic activity. The baseline Greenbook forecast is a "judgemental" forecast considered the modal, or most-likely, outcome, given recent policy decisions and objectives. Components of the forecast are selected in a series of meetings by the senior staff and sectoral specialists, who prepare initial projections for their area of expertise. Forecast assumptions conditioned on perceived current policy and objectives include the senior staff's judgement of likely outcomes in financial markets over the forecast horizon.
One potential concern with the use of Greenbook forecasts of inflation and activity measures is that these forecasts may reflect endogenous responses to future policy actions embedded in the conditioning policy assumptions. However, for near-term projections (i.e., low k) such endogenous responses are likely to be minimal. In any case, the real-time Greenbook projections should provide a more accurate measure of the policymakers' forecasts than constructions based on ex-post available (and often revised) data.
Because Greenbook forecasts are constructed on the basis of assumptions about current and future policy, in principle, it would be desirable to incorporate information about expected future policy rates as well. However, Greenbook forecast assumptions about future policy rates over the forecast horizon are not yet publicly available. To facilitate some smoothing of estimates and reporting at a fixed frequency, data associated with Greenbook dates falling in the same quarter, t, are stacked in the relevant observation vectors and matrices for quarter t. To simplify subscript notation, the FOMC and Greenbook conditioning dates, t f and t g , are generally suppressed in the remaining discussion.
The real-time Greenbook perception of the natural rate of unemployment,ū t , is estimated using Greenbook data as described in Kozicki and Tinsley (2006a) . Theū t estimate is based on a "hybrid" Phillips curve, that relaxes the constant parameter restrictions of Romer and Romer (2002) and admits both forward-and backwards-looking inflation expectations. Interestingly, theū t natural rate estimate of 5.6, shown in Table 1 forū t in the 1996Q1-97Q4 interval, is precisely the natural rate of unemployment assumed in the February 1997 Greenbook, as reported in Svensson and Tetlow (2005) . A more detailed summary of the construction methodology is included in the Appendix.
In addition to their preferred estimate of the Greenbook-based real-time estimate of the natural rate of unemployment (used in the current study), Kozicki and Tinsley present a lower-bound alternative,ū b t , that is closer to that reported by Romer and Romer (2002) . Differences between the two Greenbook-based estimates of the unemployment natural rate are illustrated in Table 1 , which compares subsample averages of the two estimates with averages reported in Romer and Romer (2002) and with averages of the retrospective construction by the Congressional Budget Office (2004) . Both the Romer and Romer estimates and the lower-bound alternative are based on a Phillips equation with backwards-looking inflation expectations, and imply substantial real-time underestimates of the CBO retrospective measure in the first half of the 1970s, of 2-3 percentage points (a 30-50% error). By contrast, the retrospective underestimation byū t is less than one percentage point in the first half of the 1970s (a 17% error).
The natural rate of the real policy rate,ρ t , is measured as an HP filter of the historical funds rate less the Greenbook forecast of inflation, r − π. Following Ravn and Uhlig (2002), the Hodrick-Prescott smoothing parameter is 2 4 x 1600 = 25, 600, as the FOMC has met at least eight times a year during the sample used. The average of the natural rate construction is 2.6 over the full sample, withρ t falling below the average value in the mid-1970s and rising above the average in the first half of the 1980s.
The construction of the effective inflation target depends on the proxy used for the FOMCs perception of the natural rate of the real policy rate. The principal effect of alternative natural-real-rate measures is to alter the implied estimate of the central-bank target for inflation. Denoting δ(ρ t ) as the deviation of the natural real rate from a constant, the timevarying adjustment to the implied estimate of target inflation is
, where the sign of the adjustment depends on the stability of the long-run response to inflation, c 2,t . Implications of alternative choices of the natural real rate will be discussed with the empirical results.
Model specification with time-varying-parameter policy responses
The effective measurement equation for the policy-response equations is
where the vector y t contains policy interest rates set at FOMC meetings that reference Greenbooks generated in quarter t. The matrix of regressors, [X t , X t ], conforms to the dimensions of y t and the parameter vector, β t .
Partitioning according to whether coefficients are constant or time-varying follows Kozicki and Tinsley (2006a) : The matrix X t contains a unit column vector, in addition to Greenbook observations on k−1 regressors; the vectorX t contains those elements of X t whose coefficients are time-varying. The β t vector is partitioned into a k × 1 fixed vector,β, and ak × 1 timevarying vector of deviations,β t , whose unconditional mean is zero. The effective time-varying coefficients of the forecast model, β t , are obtained by summing the fixed and time-varyingdeviation vectors
where 0 k−k is a (k −k) × 1 zero vector. Note thatk < k if the last k −k elements of β t are invariant over time. 10 The measurement error is normally distributed, a t ∼ N (0, R t ), where
The format of the transition equation is
where the partitions of the transition matrix and the transition shock vector are Φ = Φ 0 0 I k , and e t = ẽ t 0 .
The nonzero transition shocks are also normally distributed,ẽ t ∼ N (0,Q t ).
Results are presented for two TVP specifications. The different TVP specifications 10 The matrixX t is a subset of X t whenk < k.
amount to different restrictions on the dimension of the time-varying partition,β t , and on the eigenvalues of the associated transmission matrix,Φ.
The random-walk-intercept (RWI) specification allows the intercept term to evolve according to a unit root process, but other coefficients are restricted to be constant. Estimation of the RWI specification uses the Stock-Watson (1998) median-unbiased estimator of the variance of the shocks driving the random walk.
11 After obtaining the median-unbiased estimate of the random-walk transition shock, the random-walk intercept and fixed slope means are estimated by Kalman filtering and smoothing equations. Although means and sampling errors are estimated for the remaining regression coefficients,β i , i = 2, . . . , k, the fixed partition of the random-walk intercept is the initial condition, β 1,t 0 =β 1 . To provide an approximate comparison with estimates of mean coefficients from alternative specifications, the finite-sample average of the random-walk intercept estimates is reported as the mean of estimates over the T -period sample,
1,t , along with the standard deviation of this finite-sample average.
In the other specification, a stationary-coefficients (SC) specification, all coefficients of the policy-response equation are allowed to be time-varying, with time-variation in all unrestricted coefficients captured by stationary autoregressive movements about fixed means.
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The transition matrix,Φ, and the covariance matrix of transition shocks,Q, are estimated by maximum likelihood, vid. Shumway and Stoffer (2000) . The SC specification is motivated by the observation that modest variation in the response to inflation, β 2,t , or the partialadjustment parameter, β 6,t , may lead to large changes in the constructed inflation target,π t , .
After examining a number of TVP applications, our experience is that the means of the coefficients, the maximum and minimum of the implied inflation targets, and the variance decomposition provide useful summary contrasts among alternative specifications. The 11 The variance of the shocks driving the random walk is assumed to be ν 2 σ 2 u , where u denotes residuals of the fixed coefficient regression, y τ = X τβ . ν = λ T , where the probability of a zero pileup by maximum likelihood varies inversely with the local-to-zero parameter, λ, vid. Stock and Watson (1998 , Table 1 ).
12 In a third alternative that was considered, all coefficients were allowed to evolve according to unit-root processes. While tractable, random-walk specifications have some questionable implications, including assumptions that all parameter change is permanent and that parameters can evolve over time without finite bounds. Indeed, excessive drift in random-walk-coefficient specifications led to problems in the identification of the implicit inflation target for those few observations t when β 2,t + β 6,t was very close to one. Overall, however, sample-average estimates of random-walk coefficients were quite close to sample-average estimates of stationary coefficients, providing evidence that the reported results are robust to such variations in specification.
steady-state variance of the dependent variable due to variation in β is var(y) =XV (β)X , where elements of thek ×k steady-state covariance of the stationary parameters, V (β), can be recovered from the column stack
A steady-state variance decomposition,
is reported in which half of the covariance, V ij , is assigned to each of β i and β j , following Swamy and Tinsley (1980) . The policy equation was also estimated over the full 1969 -1997 sample containing 280 Greenbooks. The TVP specification accommodated two shifts in the variance of the measurement error, σ a , to account for the change in operating procedures from 1979Q4 to 1982Q3.
14 In addition to the preferred estimate ofū t , estimation was performed using an alternative Greenbook-based estimate that is closer to that reported by Romer and Romer (2002) . However, these adjustments were insufficient to explain a major policy transition at the end of the 1970s detected by tests for structural change.
15 Consequently, the remainder of this section explores estimations of separate policy responses for the Burns/Miller and the Volcker/Greenspan tenures.
13 Some elements of the variance decomposition may be negative under this convention.
14 The use of a nonborrowed reserves instrument during the 1979-82 interval increased the effective variance of a t by introducing shocks from money demand and the banking reserves market, vid. Tinsley, von zur Muehlen, and Fries (1982) . 15 The test statistics are robust to residual heteroskedasticity. The largest test statistics occur in early 1980 with zero p-values, using the tables in Hansen (1997) .
Policy during the Burns/Miller tenures
Results of fitting equation (4) to Greenbook forecasts in the Burns/Miller era are presented in the top panel of Table 2 . The policy regime, 1970Q1 through 1979Q2, spans 38 quarters and 115 Greenbooks. The horizon of forward expectations, k, in historical Greenbooks is limited in early years of the sample. 16 In Table 2 , inflation is averaged over four quarters,
including Greenbook estimates of inflation in the two preceding quarters, h = −2, −1, and the inflation forecasts for the current and next quarter in the policy horizon, h = 0, 1.
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In the top panel of Table 2 , mean responses to both inflation and the first-difference of unemployment are statistically significant, but the mean response to the unemployment gap, u t+1 −ū t , is marginally insignificant, with p-values of 0.09 for the RWI specification and 0.11 for the SC specification. The lower bound for the implied natural rate of inflation is negative for both specifications and the upper bound appears unrealistically low.
When drawing structural interpretations based on estimated parameters, as is done here, the presence of regressors that are not relevant, even if their estimated coefficients are insignificantly different from zero, can distort structural estimates. For intuition, recall that the constant term in a constant-parameter regression is equal to the sample average of the regressand less estimated coefficients multiplied by sample averages of respective regressors. Consequently, the estimated constant will be perturbed by all regressors unless their respective coefficients or sample averages are exactly zero. For this reason, it seems advisable to reestimate the model excluding regressors with insignificant coefficients. In addition, fixed-coefficient regression studies of U.S. monetary policy generally indicate that policy in the 1970s responded significantly to gap measures of real activity, with significant mean responses to output gaps reported in Judd and Rudebusch (1998) , Taylor (1999) , Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000) , Nelson (2005) , and Orphanides (2004) . In exploring these suggestions, the second panel in Table 2 drops the unemployment-change regressor and the third panel 16 Constraints on the horizon of early Greenbook forecasts constrained the data to only include two-quarter leads, k = 1, of data when estimating the policy equation (4). Even this limited degree of forward-looking behaviour could not be accommodated for all observations. The Greenbook of November 15, 1972 contains only a current-quarter forecast, i.e. the Greenbook forecast horizon, H, in that quarter is equal to the first period of the forecast, h = 0. For this Greenbook, the current-quarter forecast is repeated when a two-quarter forecast horizon is required, as for k = 1.
17 Although both Clarida, Gali, Gertler (2000) and Orphanides (2004) estimate forward-looking policy rules, a number of studies including Taylor (1999) have estimated policy responses to backward-looking averages. As both recent measurements and forecasts of inflation can be subject to sizeable revisions over time, it seems plausible that FOMC members may differ in the emphasis placed on forecasts or recent measurements in weighing their policy decisions. Policy equations were also estimated for two-quarter averages, h = 0, 1 with estimation results similar to those in Table 2 , but likelihood ratios preferred specifications with four-quarter averages for the inflation rate so these are the results included in the tables.
eliminates the unemployment-gap regressor. Results are consistent with the top panel, but implied bounds on the implicit inflation targets are more plausible.
When the first-difference of the unemployment rate is dropped as a regressor in the middle panel of Table 2 , mean policy responses to the unemployment gap,β 3 , remain insignificant, with p-values around .2. In the bottom panel of Table 2 , when the gap is dropped, mean policy responses to the first-difference of the unemployment rate are significant, as are the mean responses to inflation. In addition to the statistical insignificance of mean policy responses to the unemployment gap,β 3 , a Chi-squared test of the likelihoods in the top and bottom panels of Table 2 does not reject zero restrictions on the additional parameters required for a TVP policy response to the unemployment gap.
As shown in Figure 1 , the long-run policy response to inflation remains below unity throughout the 1970s. Moreover, for the SC specification, the estimated long-run response to inflation falls in 1974. Recalling the two leading interpretations of U.S. policy in the 1970s, the evidence presented in this section supports the passive-policy interpretation. Indeed, the natural-rate-error explanation appears to be largely irrelevant, as there is little empirical support for a systematic policy response to the unemployment gap. The absence of a policy response to unemployment gaps also casts doubt on interpretations of 1970s U.S. monetary policy based on a difference between the natural rate of unemployment and a central-bank target for unemployment, such as posited in the time-inconsistency literature or the central-bank misperception analysis of Sargent, Williams, and Zha (2004) . An alternative interpretation of US policy in the 1970s is explored in section 4.
Policy during the Volcker/Greenspan tenures
The policy equation (4) is estimated for the Volcker/Greenspan policy era, 1979Q3 through 1997Q4, a span of 75 quarters and 152 Greenbooks. Estimation results are summarized for two forecast horizons (k) in Table 3 .
The construction of the inflation regressor, π k t , varies in the two panels of Table 3 . The top panel follows the same strategy as was used for the Burns/Miller sample with inflation averaged over the first two quarters of the Greenbook horizon and the two preceding quarters, h = −2, −1, 0, 1. In addition, given the availability of longer Greenbook forecast horizons in the Volcker/Greenspan sample, in the bottom panel the four-quarter inflation average is shifted ahead by two quarters, h = 0, 1, 2, 3.
In contrast to the results obtained for the Burns/Miller period, the estimated mean policy responses to all regressors, including both the unemployment gap and the first-difference in unemployment, are generally statistically significant in Table 3 . The estimate of the long-run policy response to inflation, c 2,t , remains above one throughout the sample, although it falls in the 1990s for the SC specification (Figure 2 ).
The estimated characteristics are similar in both panels of Table 3 . A likelihood ratio suggests a slight advantage for the specification where the four-quarter average of inflation, π k t , contains both forward forecasts and backward real-time estimates, h = −2, −1, 0, 1.
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The time profile of the central-bank target for inflation,π t , in the Volcker/Greenspan sample is shown in Figure 3 , as implied by the equation in the top panel of Table 4 . The effective target is estimated to be about 3 1/4 percent. The remaining variables in Figure 3 are discussed in the next section.
An alternative interpretation of policy in the 1970s
Simple policy response equations that relate movements of the policy interest rate, r, to changes in arguments of the central-bank preference function, such as inflation, π, and real economic activity, y or ∆y, are the basis of many useful empirical descriptions of historical monetary policy. However, positing a direct link between the policy instrument and ultimate policy objectives conceals a major flaw in the design of monetary policy in the 1970s. This section indicates that intermediate targeting of monetary aggregates-a monetarist strategy that dominated FOMC policy in the 1970s-provides a unified interpretation of the Great Inflation, explaining the irrelevance of the natural-rate-error interpretation and providing a more historically accurate description of policy design in the 1970s.
The gathering influence of monetarism on US monetary policy
In a collection of highly influential essays, Milton Friedman (1960) indicated that "I share the doubts that the Federal Reserve has repeatedly expressed about the desirability of using price level stability as an intermediate guide to policy." Instead, he proposed that the central bank pursue constant growth of the money stock. In 1960, a unified measure of the money supply was published in the October Federal Reserve Bulletin. In the June 1966 FOMC meeting, the FOMC Policy Directive to the trading desk of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York contained the first "proviso" reference to the required-reserves aggregate as a secondary target. Finally, in the second FOMC meeting chaired by Arthur Burns, the Policy Directive adopted at the March 10, 1970 meeting selected the growth of monetary aggregates as principal targets of US monetary policy.
Policy forecasting and FOMC policy discussions in the 1970s were shaped by the twostage design that is characteristic of intermediate targeting. Greenbook forecasts of economic activity were conditioned on the assumption of a trajectory for the money supply over the forecast horizon, vid. Kalchbrenner and Tinsley (1977) .
19 To assist sectoral specialists, the senior staff translated the money-supply assumption into staff expectations of bond yields over the forecast horizon.
By contrast, short-run policy options were formulated as competing money-growth paths associated with alternative settings of the policy instrument, usually the nominal federal funds rate. In principle, the competing options for the money-supply represented different shortrun paths toward the baseline money-supply trajectory assumed in the Greenbook. These short-run policy options were presented in a briefing document known as the Blue Book. Each Blue Book contained a brief summary of recent activity in money and banking markets and suggested, generally, three policy options for discussion by the FOMC.
20 Forecasts of money growth associated with alternative policy-rate settings appear in the Blue Book presented at the first FOMC meeting chaired by Arthur Burns on February 10, 1970. Although alternative forecasts of the money supply were initially limited to the current quarter, as in the February 19 Generally, the monetary-policy assumption of the Greenbook forecast was the M 1 growth-rate target selected at the last FOMC meeting. For example: "That growth rate of money (4%) had been assumed for projection purposes because the Committee had been employing such a rate as a target over the past several months." Partee, FOMC Economist (MOD, 6/23/70, p.31); and "In developing our base projection, which is laid out in detail in the green book, we have adopted several policy assumptions. The monetary policy assumption calls for a continuation of the present policy stance through 1976, as indexed by the growth in the narrow money supply at around the 6-1/4 per cent midpoint of the range that has been announced by the Committee." Partee (MOD 6/16/75, p.4).
20 Two examples of staff interpretations of the Bluebook policy options are: "Mr. Axilrod observed that among the alternative sets of relationships between monetary aggregates and money market conditions presented in each blue book, there was always one that represented a continuation of the Committee's current longer-run target for the aggregates. There was always another alternative that represented a continuation of prevailing money market conditions." (MOD, 11/20/72, p.52); and "Mr. Partee said it might be helpful if he explained how the staff proceeded in formulating the blue book alternatives. One of the alternatives always shown involved the maintenance of prevailing money market conditions; in the present case, that was alternative C, the tightest of the three. Another alternative always shown involved the longer-run growth rate for M1 adopted by the Committee at its previous meeting. Since on this occasion that alternative called for a rather sizeable near-term decline in the Federal funds rate followed by an upturn before the end of the 6-month projection period, the staff thought it probably would be as liberal a policy as the committee was likely to consider within the range of reasonableness. Consequently, that alternative was labeled"A" and the third was formulated to fall between the other two." (MOD, 1/21/75, pp. 61-2).
4 Bluebook, or also included the next quarter ahead, as in the March 4 Bluebook, horizons of the Bluebook conditional money-supply forecasts were eventually lengthened to four-quarter horizons in 1975, including the current quarter, h = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Empirical evidence for intermediate targeting in the Burns/Miller era
Intermediate targeting of the money supply is summarized by three equations,
where equation (11) 
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Substituting the first two equations, (11) and (12), into the third equation (13), gives the 21 By construction, a persistent shift in trend velocity alters the natural-rate estimate, ∆v t . "Shiftadjusted"' monetary aggregate targets, to account for the estimated effects of financial innovations such as the nationwide introduction of negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) accounts, were not publicly announced until 1981. The transient-velocity-growth adjustment, ∆v t − ∆v t , of equation (13) approximates the "zone of indifference" the FOMC adopted in the 1970s to accommodate transient movements within growth-rate target ranges. The evolution of the "zone of indifference" is illustrated by the following selections from the Memorandum of Discussion:"On balance he would not object to some shading of the funds rate if the aggregate growth rates appeared to be close to the upper or lower limits. However, more vigorous action should be taken only if the growth rates appeared to be outside the range." Burns, (MOD 10/17/72, p.40)."Chairman Burns remarked at the last meeting he had initially defined the ranges for the aggregates as zones of no action. He had then modified that-in response to Mr. Holmes' remarks-to provide for a movement in the funds rate of up to but no more than 1/8 of 1 percentage point as the aggregates approached their limits. In the event that the aggregates appeared to be moving beyond their limits, however, full and free use was to be made of the range for the funds rate." (MOD, 11/20/72 p. 50 Table 4 . The Okun's Law coefficient was set based on estimates for the 1970s in Tatom (1978) , a = 2.2. Equations in the bottom panel are estimates of the policy-response equation when all three restrictions associated with intermediate targeting of the money growth are imposed. The unemployment gap regressor, u t+k −ū t , is added to equations in the top panel of Table 4 . Similar to the results in section 3, the estimated mean policy responses to the unemployment gap,β 3 , are statistically insignificant. In addition, the average difference in the unemployment rate, ∆u k t , is added to the equations reported in the middle panel of Table 4 . These equations also indicate that the mean policy response of the Burns/Miller sample to the difference in the unemployment rate does not differ significantly from the response expected under money-growth intermediate targeting.
Although not shown, the estimated long-run policy responses, c 2,t , to the nominal-growth proxies, ∆x t , implied by the TVP specifications in the bottom panel of Table 4 move between 0.5 and 0.7 during the 1970s. Thus, the implied long-run responses to inflation are even further below one than those estimated in section 2 for the Burns/Miller sample.
The effective inflation target is estimated to lie between 6.1 and 7.2 percent, and about 6.8 percent on average for the SC specification (Figure 3 ). Other studies have obtained comparable results, using a variety of approaches, but limiting analysis to latest available data rather than real-time Greenbook data. In a two-state Markov-switching set-up, Dueker and Fischer (1996) estimated that the implicit inflation target in the 1970s was on the order of 6 percent. To the extent that low frequency movements in inflation reflect the effective inflation target, results are also consistent with those obtained by Cogley and Sargent (2005b) , who, in a VAR with drifting coefficients and stochastic volatilities, estimated that "core inflation" in the 1970s was roughly in a range of 5 to 8 percent.
To assess the sensitivity of the estimates of this paper to the choice of measure of the natural real rate of interest, analysis was repeated using an expanding-sample mean to proxy for the natural real rate. With this alternative measure, a somewhat lower range of estimates of the effective inflation target was obtained (4.3 to 4.8 percent, and about 4.5 percent on average).
22 While this alternative range is not as elevated, it remains considerably above 2 percent, the target value typically assumed in constant-target implementations of the Taylor rule.
Finally, differences between the central-bank target for inflation implied by Greenbook forecasts,π t , and estimates of private-agent perceptions of the central-bank inflation target, π p t , are charted in Figure 3 . The two thick lines are estimates ofπ t for the Burns/Miller era from 1970Q1 through 1979Q2 (from the bottom panel of Table 4 ), and for the Volcker/Greenspan sample from 1979Q3 through 1997Q4 (from the top panel of Table 3 ). The thick dashed line is a concatenation of real-time survey estimates of long-term inflation expectations by private agents. 23 The thin line is an estimate of the evolution of private-sector perceptions of the central-bank target for inflation,π p t , from Kozicki and Tinsley (2001) .
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Figure 3 suggests that at the beginning of the 1970s, the central bank benefited from a private-sector perceptionπ p t that provided a low anchor for inflation expectations relative to the effective target for inflation,π t . Thus, despite policy actions consistent with an elevated inflation target, the rise in inflation may have been moderated by this anchor. However, in the absence of improvements in actual inflation (as shown by the central tendency of inflation, represented in the chart by the HP filter of real-time inflation), private-sector perceptions adjusted upward toward inflation and the effective target, and this moderating factor gradually evaporated. In the 1980s, the situation was largely reversed. The effective inflation target was lowered considerably with the change in policy instituted by Chairman Volcker in late 1979 and the early 1980s, but private-sector perceptions remained elevated. At the beginning of the 1990s, the credibility gap between the effective target and the perceived target was about five percentage points, and this gap only slowly closed by the end of the sample.
Consequences of money growth intermediate targeting
The most striking outcomes of the TVP specifications of policy in the 1970s are the rather high estimates of the central-bank target for inflation,π t , and the uniformly low estimates of the long-run policy responses, c 2,t . Intermediate money-growth targeting provides a unified explanation of these two characteristics of policy given the observed shocks in the 1970s.
First, when monetary policy targets the growth rate of the money supply, the effective inflation target is vulnerable to two types of fundamental shocks, both of which occurred in the 1970s. Renormalizing equation (12), the effective central-bank target for inflation under intermediate targeting is defined bȳ
Given a target growth rate for the money supply, ∆m t , the effective inflation target is increased if the central bank is unable to detect a reduction in growth of the natural-rate trend of output, ∆ȳ t , or an increase in trend velocity, ∆v t . In fact, both of these shocks were a feature of the policy environment in the 1970s. Growth of the output-natural-rate trend slowed in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Subsequently, due to financial innovations fuelled by higher inflation and deregulation of banking and financial markets, the trend of velocity began a long march of upward shifts in the mid-1970s.
A literature review of estimated shifts in US trend productivity is provided in Bullard and Duffy (2004) . Real-time estimates of trend-productivity growth from 1970-2004 are discussed in Edge, Laubach, and Williams (2004) , including available historical estimates from the CEA. The latter's estimate of trend productivity fell by about 1.3 percentage points over the 1970s. Real-time errors in the CEA estimates of trend productivity are also used to support the natural-rate-error interpretation of the 1970s, except money-growth targeting is vulnerable to errors in trend growth rather than the associated cumulative errors in the output gap.
Larger errors were associated with predictions of trend velocity, and these errors are unique to a policy based on money-supply intermediate targeting. In the 1970s, the unpredicted shifts in trend velocity were substantial. The December 12, 1980 Bluebook contains an analysis of money-demand models. Conditioned on retrospective measurements of explanatory variables, the annual underestimate of velocity growth over the last half of the 1970s by the 1980 vintage of the staff model was 1.8 percentage points, including errors of 5.1 percentage points in 1975 and 2.9 percentage points in 1976.
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The second unusual characteristic of policy in the 1970s is that the estimated long-run policy response to the money-supply-growth proxy, c 2,t , remained well below one in the Burns/Miller sample. As shown in Figure 4 , FOMC decisions led to flat or modest meetingto-meeting adjustments of the policy-rate level after 1974, until the large upward adjustments of the policy rate in the initial FOMC meetings chaired by Paul Volcker after October 1979 (not shown).
The passivity of policy through much of the second-half of the 1970s is also illustrated in Figure 5 where the policy rate is plotted against the Greenbook prediction of the fourquarter average of the nominal-growth proxy, ∆x Passivity of policy needs to be differentiated from contemporaneous critiques of moneygrowth targeting in the 1970s that included criticism of the relatively tight FOMC ranges on inter-meeting variations of the policy rate, vid. Poole (1975) . Clearly, tight inter-meeting ranges did not prevent sizeable meeting-to-meeting adjustments of the policy rate in 1973-74 and, consequently, are an unlikely source of policy passivity (Figure 4 ).
Inconsistencies with real-time policy actions and discussions plague other interpretations of the 1970s that attempt to find fault with explicit or implicit constraints on policy rather than with the design of the money-growth targeting policy itself. One interpretation of the 1970s is that the FOMC did not believe it had popular support for large increases in the policy rate, vid. DeLong (1997) and Meltzer (2005) . This explanation is not consistent with policy actions in mid-1974, when the funds rate was driven near 13%, nor with discussion in the FOMC Memorandum of Discussion:
"Chairman Burns said he might offer his appraisal of the existing support for current Federal Reserve policy. He agreed that support in Congress was strong; he had been receiving almost no critical mail from that source. Of the letters that reached his desk from individuals across the country, a majority were still commendatory." (MOD, 6/18/74, p.62).
"More generally, in his many recent conversations with Congressman he had found widespread acceptance of the need for slow economic growth: they reported their constituents were more anxious about inflation than unemployment." Burns (MOD, 7/16/74, p.34) 27 The initial portion of this report reviewed a staff proposal that the policy instrument, such as the funds rate or nonborrowed reserves, directly target ultimate objectives, such as unemployment and inflation, relegating the money supply to one of many potential indicators of unobserved movements in ultimate objectives. However, the remainder of the report endorsed the twostage strategy of intermediate targeting with monetary aggregates. FOMC discussion of this report in the 3/15/76 meeting supported a continuation of intermediate targeting:
"Mr. Wallich added that if optimal control were applied to monetary policy it would tend to focus attention on such ultimate objectives as full employment and price stability. However, he had strongly endorsed the Subcommittee's recommendation that monetary policy continue to focus primarily on intermediate objectives, rather than on ultimate objectives....In further discussion individual members of the Subcommittee commented on the reasons why they had not favored directly relating an operational instrument, such as nonborrowed reserves or the federal funds rate, to ultimate objectives. These reasons included the difficulty of linking instrumental variables to ultimate objectives, both intuitively or through use of econometric models; the problem of reaching an agreement on necessary tradeoffs among ultimate objectives; and the complications created by the fact that monetary policy was but one of many influences on the ultimate objectives." (MOD, 3/15/76, p.16)
The FOMC Memorandum of Discussion (MOD) suggests several issues that may have contributed to passive policy-rate responses to nominal-growth gaps.
One possibility is that the FOMC may been optimistic about interest rate elasticities, selecting policy rate adjustments that were too small to reverse predicted nominal growth gaps.
28 In particular, two procedures could have led to effective overstatement of interest rate effects:
In framing final voting choices, FOMC members were free to pick policy rates from one Bluebook option and monetary target ranges from another option. The problem of inconsistent choices from an "a-la-carte menu" was occasionally addressed in Bluebook presentations.
"The blue book can be viewed as a menu of consistent targets....The Committee is, of course, free to choose among the various objectives presented, taking due account of the risks being run. There is the risk, for instance, of choosing incompatible objectives. However, this risk has to be weighed against the probability there will be errors in the staff's estimates of relationships likely to prevail among bank reserves, monetary aggregates, and interest rates." Axilrod, FOMC Economist (MOD, 11/20/72, p.43) A more direct route to optimistic views of interest-rate effects is that projections of interest rates associated with alternative options were judgmentally adjusted by senior staff. Especially after staff models began to overpredict M 1 growth in the mid-1970s, there appear to have been nontrivial downward judgmental adjustments of interest rate changes associated with alternative money-growth paths. "(Mr. Partee) believed that (interest) rates would be especially high if the rate of growth in M1 was at the midpoint of the Committee's long-run range....Actually, the econometric model had yielded still higher rates, but the staff believed the model tended to overstate rate increases." (MOD, 8/19/75, p.58) "Mr. Gramley said there was considerable uncertainty about the projections of interest rates, which were among the most difficult variables to project. As Committee members knew, the staff tended to make rather large judgmental adjustments to the interest rate projections produced by the model. In the latest projection,...the model had produced a short-term interest rate in the fourth quarter of 1976 that was 2-3/4 percentage points above the staff's judgementally projected rate." (MOD, 9/16/75, p.25) "In view of recent projection errors of the model, the staff had tended to lower the level of interest rates it associated with any assumed rate of monetary growth." Axilrod (MOD, 11/18/75, p.33) A second interpretation of the effective passivity of policy is that increased uncertainty about properties of empirical money-demand functions after the mid-1970s may have induced more cautious policy adjustments.
"Shortfalls in M1 growth may also reflect a weakening of economic activity relative to staff projections....one option for the Committee to consider is whether it wishes to await somewhat more sustained weakness in M1 before contemplating a policy that permits relatively sizeable interest rate declines." Axilrod, FOMC Associate Economist (MOD, 9/10/74, pp.35) "In recent years, the Committee had been focusing more on monetary aggregate targets because of the problems it had experienced earlier with interest rate targets. At present there would be less risk associated with a reduction in interest rates than, say, 2 months ago, both because the aggregates had been falling short of the Committee's targets and because the economic outlook had weakened considerably. Even so, the precise consequences of a sharp reduction in interest rates remained unclear. Growth in the aggregates would be stepped up substantially, but it is hard to say by how much; and the effects, over time, that the rate reduction would have on expectations and on spending behavior were highly uncertain. To advocate a prompt, sizeable reduction in rates was to ignore all such uncertainties." Partee, FOMC Senior Economist (MOD, 12/17/74, p.71) "The actual stock of money has been running well short of what either our quarterly or monthly money market models would have predicted for some time, given actual GNP and interest rates....given uncertainties with respect to the meaning of recent money supply behavior as well as still unresolved issues affecting the municipal market, the committee may wish to consider giving somewhat more weight than usual to money market conditions in framing its instructions." Axilrod, FOMC Economist (MOD, 11/18/75, "Mr. Volcker said he felt rather strongly that the right approach to policy today was to hold interest rates fairly steady....Mr. Axilrod's remarks, which he had found stimulating and even persuasive, provided a further indication of how little was known about the short-term relationship between interest rates and the money supply." (MOD, 11/18/75, p. 39) "Mr. Axilrod said he felt highly uncertain about the current projection. In particular, he was not sure whether the demand for money would keep shifting down, stabilize, or shift back up." (MOD, 3/16/76, p. 60) "(A)n additional element of uncertainty was introduced by the disparity between the projections made by the New York staff and those made by the Board staff for the coming period-with the former showing stronger growth, particularly for M1. Against that background, this did not seem to him to be an appropriate time for a major change in policy.....Turning to the specifications for the Federal funds rate, he favored maintaining the present range and keeping the rate at about its current 4-3/4 per cent level." Volcker (MOD, 3/16/76, Finally, a third conjecture concerning the framing of policy choices is that differences in the underlying relationships and forecast horizons of the short-run policy options of the Bluebook and of the multiperiod predictions of the Greenbook may have made it difficult for FOMC deliberations to connect current policy decisions to longer-run predicted outcomes.
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29 Judgemental adjustments of interest rates associated with alternative policy options, discussed earlier, were motivated not only by money-demand forecast errors in the 1970s but also by differences among competing staff models, such as the monthly money-market model used in Bluebook analyses and quarterly models used for Greenbook analyses. "Mr. Gramley replied that the staff's interest rate projections depended on the relationship between growth in money and growth in nominal GNP. Personal income was used only in the monthly model, because no better monthly indicators of aggregate expenditures was available....Mr. Axilrod remarked that recent work done by the Board's staff indicated that in the first year of recovery interest-rate projections based on nominal GNP were too high while those based on personal income were too low. In making its interest-rate projections for the blue book, the staff had taken those results into account." (MOD, 9/16/75, pp. 32-3) As noted earlier, it is not historically accurate to assume that all judgemental forecast "Mr. MacLaury remarked that he was disturbed by what he perceived as a lack of clarity in the Committee's methodology. While the Committee now was publicly announcing its longer-term targets, he has less confidence than before in his understanding of the path by which these objectives were to be achieved....it seemed strange for the blue book to state that all of the three alternatives it presented were generally consistent with the 12-month ranges. He believed it made a difference whether the Committee embarked on the path indicated by the high alternative or on that indicated by the low alternative." (MOD, 5/20/75, p.59) 
Concluding remarks
Recent studies, including Kozicki and Tinsley (2005) , indicate that dynamic properties of empirical macro models are often more realistic if allowance is made for differences in perceptions among private and public agents regarding the central-bank target for inflation. The current paper provides estimates of the target for inflation implied by empirical policy response functions, where the real-time conditioning information is based on Greenbook briefing forecasts presented before FOMC meetings from the 1970s through the mid-1990s.
In contrast to the assumption of a fixed inflation target, the inflation-target constructions not only vary considerably over time but are substantially different from available survey information on the long-horizon inflation expectations of private-sector agents.
Regarding the conjecture that U.S. inflation in the 1970s is due largely to central-bank overestimation of potential output or, equivalently, underestimation of the natural rate of unemployment, there is little evidence that policy responses in the 1970s were directed at central-bank perceptions of expected levels of the unemployment rate and the natural rate of unemployment.
Of two leading empirical interpretations of the Great Inflation, the passive-policy description is perhaps the most optimistic, as empirical analyses of historical U.S. monetary policy generally indicate stable policy responses have been maintained since the 1980s. The natural-rate-error description has a seductive appeal for central banks for it suggests that unlucky mistakes were made, but carries also the pessimistic inference that these mistakes will likely occur in the future. The empirical evidence presented in section 4 indicates that adjustments were confined to intercept adjustments. Kalchbrenner and Tinsley (1977) discuss differences between policy use of auxiliary measurements and use of competing models.
monetary policy in the 1970s is better represented by money-growth intermediate targeting. This implies that U.S. central-bank errors in estimating natural-rate gaps for output or the unemployment rate are largely irrelevant to explanations of the Great Inflation.
The empirical evidence in section 4 also supports the passive-policy interpretation, as adjustments of the central-bank policy rate in the 1970s were not sufficiently vigorous to result in stable responses to movements in inflation. However, the passive-policy interpretation is merely a description of unstable policy, not an explanation. A description of the Great Inflation based on intermediate targeting of money-supply growth offers a neglected search area for explanations of passive-policy responses.
Given the advantage of hindsight, there will always be mistakes in the execution of monetary policy, including errors in estimating current values of conditional equilibria or natural rates. Perhaps the deeper flaw of intermediate targeting in the 1970s is that it obscured the ultimate objectives of policy by shifting the official gauge of policy performance from inflation and economic activity to the growth rate of the money supply. Empirical results in this paper support the assessment of Milton Friedman (2006) : "The use of the quantity of money as a target has not been a success." 1. Implied by a Phillips equation with backward-looking inflation expectations, using Greenbook forecasts of inflation and unemployment, Kozicki & Tinsley (2005) . 2. Implied by a Phillips equation with both backward-and forward-looking inflation expectations, using Greenbook forecasts, vid. Kozicki and Tinsley (2005) . =ρ t +π t + c 2,t (π k t −π t ) + c 3,t (u t+1 −ū t ) + c 4,t ∆u t , r t = (1 − β 6,t )r * t + β 5,t ∆r t−1 + β 6,t r t−1 + a t , = β 1,t + β 2,t π k t + β 3,t (u t+1 −ū t ) + β 4,t ∆u t + β 5,t ∆r t−1 + β 6,t (r t−1 −ρ t ) +ρ t + a t , π t = −β 1,t /(β 2,t + β 6,t − 1). 1. sample 1970Q1-1979Q2; r− average federal funds rate in FOMC meeting-to-meeting intervals; π k -GB annualized inflation forecasts, averaged over the forecast periods, h = -2, -1, 0,1; k =1. 2.
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(i) Coefficients from specifications in the bottom panel of Table 2 . C2(RWI) -c 2,t from random-walk-intercept specification, RWI. C2(SC) -c 2,t from stationary-coefficients specification, SC. Table 4 for Burns/Miller sample and top panel of Table 3 for Volker/Greenspan sample. Perceived target -private-sector perception from Kozicki and Tinsley (2001) . Survey -Hoey survey of 5-10 year expected inflation (see text). HP -HP filter of real-time inflation. 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 Figure 5 Federal funds rate and the predicted nominal growth proxy, Burns/Miller tenures 1 (i) R -Federal funds rate; ∆X -4-qtr avg of the predicted nominal growth proxy, using Greenbook estimates for forecast periods, h = −2, −1, 0, 1; (see text).
prediction of expected inflation is replaced with a time-varying AR(2) process, E t π t+h+1 =
(1 + b 3,t )π t+h−1 − b 3,t π t+h−2 :
π t+h = b 1,t + b 2,t u t+h + b 3,t ∆π t+h−1 + π t+h−1 + a t+h
and, as before, the time-varying natural rate of unemployment is estimated as:
Data is taken from Greenbooks, with t indexing the quarter of the Greenbook. Estimation takes advantage of the multiperiod forecasts in each Greenbook by using observations for multiple values of h per Greenbook. In addition, each quarter contains observations from more than a single Greenbook. Kozicki and Tinsley describe the approaches taken to deal with computational challenges such as variations in the number of Greenbooks per year, differing forecast horizons per Greenbook, and the influence of judgmental add-factors on near-term forecasts.
Estimation of TVP specifications proceeds similar to the description in section 2.3. For additional details, including alternative TVP specifications and other variations of the accelerationist Phillips curve, see the discussion in Kozicki and Tinsley (2006a) .
